Releasing the Spirits Ceremony

conducted by:

Chief Arvol Looking Horse
19th Generation Keeper of the Sacred White Buffalo Calf Pipe

April 15th, 2008 - Noon (MST)
Yellowstone National Park
Gardiner, MT

Simultaneous Prayer Vigils are encouraged to pray for the 1,302 (+) buffalo that have been carelessly slaughtered this winter alone and the thousands more slaughtered in the past decade since the last Releasing the Spirit Ceremony held back in 1997!

“To restore harmony and balance to the Earth, our Mother, we must learn that Mother Earth is not a resource, but the very source of life itself”

“Let it be known that Yellowstone territory; the habitat of the wild Buffalo Nation - is sacred ground.... a SACRED SITE”

~Chief Arvol Looking Horse, April 2, 2008

Ceremony at the Stephens Creek Road and Old Yellowstone Trail. Community Meal after ceremony at 206 Main St., Gardiner, MT. For directions and/or more information contact the Buffalo Field Campaign at: buffalo@wildrockies.org call 1-406-646-0070 or on-line at www.buffalofieldcampaign.org

Coordinated by: Seventh Generation Fund’s Tatanka Oyate Project & Buffalo Field Campaign